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Abstract. Scalability is one of the most relevant features of today’s
data management systems. In order to achieve high scalability and availability, recent distributed key-value stores refrain from costly replica coordination when processing requests. However, these systems typically
do not perform well under churn. In this paper, we propose DataFlagons, a large-scale key-value store that integrates epidemic dissemination
with a probabilistic total order broadcast algorithm. By ensuring that
all replicas process requests in the same order, DataFlagons provides
probabilistic strong data consistency while achieving high scalability and
robustness under churn.
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Introduction

Distributed key-value stores are widely used nowadays for managing the evergrowing volume of data produced and accessed by Internet services. Key-value
stores are appealing due to their high performance, scalability, and availability,
but typically do not cope well with churn (i.e., the arrival and departure of system nodes of the system) [2, 4, 7]. The ability to handle dynamism is extremely
relevant though, as has been already observed in large Internet of Things and
blockchain deployments [5].
The main reason why churn heavily affects current key-value systems is that
they are built upon structured distributed hash tables (DHTs). DHTs organize
nodes in the system into a structured logical overlay that, despite allowing for
fast data access on deployments with hundreds of nodes, is not resilient enough
to handle high dynamism on larger scale scenarios [11]. In contrast, unstructured
peer-to-peer (P2P) approaches do not impose any pre-defined structure and
hence are robust in the presence of heavy churn.
In the past, we proposed DataFlasks [9], an unstructured key-value store
based on epidemic protocols. In DataFlasks, nodes self-divide into groups without the need of global synchronization. Each group is then responsible for handling a certain range of keys, ensuring that queries to those keys are served
quickly and that the corresponding data is replicated among the nodes of the
group. When peers join or leave the system, the other nodes adjust the group
membership in an autonomous fashion and based on local information alone.
Unfortunately, similarly to other NoSQL key-value stores, the performance
and scalability benefits of DataFlasks come at the cost of weaker data consistency

guarantees. In detail, it assumes that conflicts are handled at the client side
and does not offer any concurrency control mechanism. This means that two
concurrent writes to the same key, with the same version but different values,
may lead to an inconsistent scenario in which nodes of the same group store
distinct data. In other words, the replicas diverge.
This paper aims at moving a step forward towards the design of a large-scale
data management system capable of simultaneously offering high scalability, robustness, and data consistency. We propose a novel key-value store architecture
that stems from the integration of DataFlasks with EpTO [10], a probabilistic
total order broadcast algorithm. We first show that this architecture can be easily adapted to provide different trade-offs between performance and consistency.
Then, we explore a particular instance of such trade-offs with DataFlagons3 . In
a nutshell, DataFlagons is a key-value store that shares the scalability, availability, and flexibility benefits of DataFlasks while providing strongly consistent and
reliable replication (as given by EpTO). Furthermore, DataFlagons obviates the
need to control versioning at the application level, thus offering a simpler programming interface. Our experimental evaluation based on simulations shows
that DataFlagons is scalable, resilient to churn, and that it successfully overcomes the data replication issues observed in DataFlasks, albeit at the cost of
4.7x throughput slowdown.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the related
work, as well as DataFlasks and EpTO. Section 3 describes the design and
implementation of DataFlagons. Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper by summarizing its main findings.
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Background and Motivation

2.1

State of the Art

Over the last decade, there has been a large body of work on distributed data
stores with a key-value model. The most relevant examples are arguably Cassandra [7], Dynamo [4]/Voldemort4 , Bigtable [1]/HBase5 , and PNUTS [2]. These
systems explore different compromises between consistency, partition tolerance,
and availability, although most choose to sacrifice strong consistency guarantees
for higher performance and scalability. For data storage and retrieval, Cassandra
and Dynamo rely on a DHT-based structure, PNUTS uses a modified B+ tree,
and Bigtable relies on a set of master nodes. This structured design, despite
scaling up to hundreds of nodes, typically lacks robustness in environments subject to churn. Here, robustness can be defined as the ability to cope with errors
during execution and becomes particularly relevant as the system scales and the
workload increases [8].
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Our system was named DataFlagons to convey an improvement over DataFlasks, as
flagons are arguably more robust and consistent containers than flasks.
http://www.project-voldemort.com/voldemort/
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robust solutions, capable of coping with key-value stores in terms of (singlehigh churn, that ensure data consistency. tuple) consistency and robustness.
In this paper, we aim at filling this gap
with a novel key-value store architecture
that combines DataFlasks with EpTO [10], a probabilistic total order broadcast
algorithm. The resulting architecture benefits from the resilience and scalability
of DataFlasks, but is able to provide stronger consistency guarantees via total
order delivery. Next, we describe DataFlasks and EpTO.
DataFlasks

DataFlasks [9] is a distributed key-value store that stores tuples of format
(K, V, v), where K indicates the key mapping to a value V with version v. Clients
can add tuples to the system by invoking put(K, V, v), and retrieve the value V
using the operation get(K, v). Any DataFlasks node can handle client requests.
Figure 2 depicts the architecture of DataFlasks in more detail. As shown in the
figure, DataFlasks is composed of four main modules: request handler, group
construction, anti-entropy, and dissemination, which we describe next.
Request handler. Upon receiving a put request, a node first checks whether
the group it belongs to is responsible for handling that particular key. This is
done by checking whether the tuple’s key falls within the group’s key range. If
so, the node stores the tuple and forwards the request to its group peers for
replication purposes. Otherwise, the request is forwarded to other groups via
epidemic dissemination.
In turn, when a node receives a get of a given key and version, it immediately
replies to the client in case it holds the corresponding value. Otherwise, the
node simply disseminates the request to the other groups, which will be in turn
responsible for sending the value to the client.
Group construction. This component is responsible for organizing nodes into
groups of at least the size of the desired replication factor. This is done by continuously estimating the number of groups that should be maintained according
6

Note that this is a high-level quantitive comparison based on prior studies [8], as a
thorough experimental analysis for robustness is currently lacking in the literature.
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Fig. 2. DataFlasks architecture. The system returns a value V in response to get operations. For put operations, DataFlasks simply returns an acknowledgement.

to the system size. Under churn, nodes leaving the system cause the estimated
number of groups to decrease, while nodes joining the system lead to the creation
of new groups, thus maintaining the stability of the group size.
Anti-entropy. This module periodically contacts another node from the same
group to ensure that all tuples were correctly replicated and no data is missing.
Dissemination. This component is responsible for node communication via
gossip. Concretely, each node in DataFlasks resorts to a peer sampling service
(PSS), namely Cyclon [13], to obtain a partial view of the system, containing
references to neighbor peers. The union of all nodes’ partial views creates a logical
overlay that evolves with time and allows efficient dissemination of information.
Local storage is a component that abstracts how data is persisted. A more
thorough description of DataFlasks’ design can be found in [9].
The case for total order. DataFlasks has no concurrency control mechanism.
Instead, it relies on the clients to version each operation. If clients do not take this
into account, scenarios of replica state divergence may occur. To provide further
evidence of this issue, we implemented the algorithm of DataFlasks in Python
to perform an experiment.7 It consisted in having two clients concurrently inserting different values – v1 and v2 – by executing put(k, v1, 0) and put(k, v2, 0),
respectively. Note that both tuples have the same key and version, thus represent
the same data item in DataFlasks. For this experiment, DataFlasks ran on 300
nodes distributed among 32 groups.
Figure 3a reports the number of replicas of each value existing in the group
responsible for handling key k, for a simulation of 8000 time units and observations performed every 125 time units. The figure shows that the two values were
successfully replicated by disjoint subsets of nodes of the group and that no state
changes were observed until the end of the simulation. Since DataFlasks employs
a first-write-wins approach, once a node receives the first put operation referring
to key k and version 0, it will ignore subsequent writes for the same key and
version. Figure 3b confirms this fact by plotting the instant in which each put
arrived to two distinct nodes, denoted X and Y . Given that replicas X and Y
7

Our implementation of DataFlasks, as well as that of the simulator used in the
experiments, are detailed in Section 4.
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Fig. 3. (a) Node states in DataFlasks when concurrently storing values v1 and v2 for
the same K, v. (b) Detail with request arrival order at two different nodes that leads
to state divergence.

receive v1 and v2 in opposite orders, both values end up being persisted and the
state of the system diverges. This inconsistency is problematic because it allows
read operations for the same tuple to return different values. On the other hand,
ensuring that the requests have different versions (i.e. the requests are ordered)
would suffice to overcome this drawback of DataFlasks. DataFlagons follows this
approach with the help of a total order broadcast algorithm, which we describe
next.
2.3

EpTO

EpTO [10] is a scalable total order algorithm with probabilistic guarantees of
total order delivery. This is done by having nodes agree (with high probability)
on the order in which events received should be delivered to the application.
Unlike traditional agreement algorithms though, EpTO achieves this property
in a fully decentralized and coordination-free manner, which allows for high
scalability and robustness in face of churn and message losses.
EpTO relies on an adaption of the balls-and-bins [6] algorithm to epidemic
dissemination, where nodes are represented as bins and messages as balls. The
main goal of the algorithm is then to send as many balls as necessary such that all
bins receive at least a ball with high probability. To meet this goal, a node wishing
to disseminate a ball (i.e. a set of messages) across the system simply sends it
to K of its neighbors, chosen uniformly at random. In the following rounds, the
nodes that received the ball will propagate it to another K random neighbors,
thus quickly spreading the rumor through the network. After a few rounds, all
the nodes have received all the messages with high probability. Hence, EpTO
can then ensure total order delivery by simply sorting the messages according
to a deterministic factor.
EpTO exposes two primitives to the application, namely EpTO-broadcast
and EpTO-deliver, which are guaranteed to satisfy the following properties:
– Integrity. For every message m, each node EpTO-delivers m at most once,
iff m was previously EpTO-broadcasted.
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Fig. 4. EpTO architecture. m represents a message being broadcast/delivered by EpTO.

– Validity. If a correct node (i.e. a node that did not fail or left the system)
EpTO-broadcasts a message m, then it will eventually EpTO-deliver m.
– Total Order. If two nodes P and Q EpTO-deliver two messages m and
m0 , then P EpTO-delivers m before m0 iff Q EpTO-delivers m before m0 .
– Probabilistic Agreement. If a node EpTO-delivers a message m, then,
with high probability, all correct nodes will eventually EpTO-deliver m.
Figure 4 illustrates EpTO’s architecture. It comprises a dissemination component, which disseminates events, and an ordering component, which delivers
events to the application in total order. The total order is satisfied by the ordering
component, whereas the probabilistic agreement is satisfied by the dissemination
component. The properties of integrity and validity are guaranteed by the two
components in conjunction.
The dissemination component operates in periodic rounds of δ time units
and aims at broadcasting balls across the network in a gossip-based fashion. As
in DataFlasks, nodes in EpTO rely on an underlying PSS to obtain a fresh and
randomized partial view of the system. This view is assumed to contain at least
K correct nodes to which balls are propagated, denoted as the node’s fanout.
Each ball should be relayed for a time to live (TTL) number of rounds, with TTL
being a configurable parameter of the system. Each node stores the messages to
be forwarded in a set denoted nextBall.
When a node wishes to broadcast a message, it sets the message’s ttl to 0,
assigns a timestamp (i.e. a logical clock), and appends it to the nextBall set. In
turn, when a node receives a ball of messages, it compares each message’s ttl
against the T T L configuration parameter. If ttl < T T L, the incoming message
is added to nextBall for future retransmission. In case there is a message with
the same id already present, EpTO keeps the one with higher ttl.
Independently to message broadcast and reception, at the beginning of every round (i.e. every δ time units), each node i) increments by one the ttl of
the messages stored in nextBall, and ii) sends this set as a ball to K random
neighbors. EpTO’s execution flow then proceeds to the ordering component.
To ensure total order delivery, the ordering component maintains two lists of
messages: one storing the messages received up to that moment and the other

containing the messages that were already delivered to the application. The
ordering component’s main task is then to move messages from the list of received
to the list of delivered, while avoiding duplicates and preserving the global order.
Messages in the received list that were already delivered to the application are
discarded, whereas the remaining ones are only added to the delivered list if their
ttl already reached the T T L value. For this latter case, EpTO then delivers the
messages to the application in ascending order of their timestamp, using the id
of the broadcaster node to break ties.
Note that the probabilistic nature of the agreement property offered by EpTO
permits a rare yet possible scenario in which some messages are not delivered at
all by a subset of nodes. These nodes, despite exhibiting holes in the sequence
of messages agreed upon, are guaranteed to preserve the total order property of
message delivery to the application. In other words, the total order is ensured
but the agreement might be violated (with arbitrarily low probability).
A keen observation of the architectures of DataFlasks and EpTO (in Figure 2
and Figure 4, respectively) is that the two systems exhibit interesting similarities:
both organize nodes into an unstructured, logical overlay and both resort to a
PSS to disseminate events. These similarities paved the way for the design of
DataFlagons and its properties, as described in the next section.

3

DataFlagons

DataFlagons is designed as an integration of DataFlasks with EpTO, inheriting
components and properties from both systems. This integration yields a synergy
that allows not only obtaining the best of both solutions but also addressing the
shortcomings of each one of them individually. On the one hand, the total order
property of EpTO solves the replica divergence issue of DataFlasks discussed
before. As all nodes in DataFlagons execute all operations by the same order, it
becomes impossible for different replicas to store distinct values for the same key
and version. Alongside, using total order in DataFlagons strengthens the poor
consistency guarantees originally offered by DataFlasks.
On the other hand, DataFlasks’ anti-entropy mechanism helps to cope with
the potential holes existing in EpTO’s delivery. In the following, we describe the
architecture of DataFlagons and discuss the trade-offs between consistency and
throughput that it enables.
3.1

System Overview

DataFlagons is a scalable, robust, and strongly consistent key-value store. To the
best of our knowledge, DataFlagons is the first system capable of providing these
properties in massive scale environments subject to churn. Figure 5 illustrates
DataFlagons’ architecture, indicating the components from both DataFlasks and
EpTO. As shown, DataFlagons inherits the request handler, the group construction, the anti-entropy, and the storage components from the former. From the
latter, DataFlagons inherits the ordering and dissemination modules.
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as a message m disseminated via EpTO.

carded. Since the dissemination mechanism of EpTO already delivers the events
to all nodes with high probability, DataFlagons no longer needs to propagate the
operation to other groups in case the key is not the responsibility of the node’s
group, as opposed to DataFlasks.
8 Finally, DataFlagons acknowledges the client that the operation was successfully performed.
Note that the anti-entropy module is not included in the diagram of Figure 6.
The reason is that anti-entropy operates orthogonally to the common request
handling procedure, ensuring that all nodes of the group have a replica of the
data despite potential holes in EpTO’s dissemination. Anti-entropy is also particularly helpful to secure data durability and improve system availability during
periods of churn. When a new node joins DataFlagons, this module ensures that
it quickly receives, from another peer of the same group, a replica of the data
for which it is responsible.
3.2

Design Trade-offs

Recall the robustness-consistency spectrum depicted in Figure 1. The design of
DataFlagons has the advantage of allowing us to easily support various consistency levels while maintaining the system highly robust. This is achieved by
tuning the module through which get and put requests are propagated across
the network. Table 1 summarizes these design choices and their respective consistency level.
As shown in the table, using DataFlasks alone to disseminate the two types of
requests naturally causes DataFlagons to lose any data consistency guarantees.
In contrast, if we rely on DataFlasks to only propagate gets and use EpTO to
broadcast puts, the consistency level increases to eventual. A system is eventually
consistent if it guarantees that all replicas will eventually return the last updated
value of an item, assuming that no new updates are made to that item [12]. In
other words, there is a time window in which two concurrent reads on different

Consistency
Level

Dissemination Module
get
put

No guarantees
DataFlasks DataFlasks
Eventual
DataFlasks
EpTO
Strong (probabilistic)
EpTO
EpTO
Table 1. Consistency levels offered depending on the dissemination module used by
DataFlagons. The shaded row indicates the design choice explored in this paper.

replicas can return different values for the same key, although both replicas will
eventually converge to the same value.
Finally, delivering both get and put requests in total order via EpTO renders DataFlagons probabilistically strongly consistent. Strong consistency states
that any read happening after an update will return the updated value [12]. Although we believe that DataFlagons is strongly consistent for the vast majority
of scenarios, we claim that it offers probabilistic strong consistency due to the
very unlikely yet possible event where a subset of nodes does not deliver all the
messages. This event is equivalent to not applying all operations, which would
allow a small window of inconsistency. This issue can be solved but it is out of
the scope of the present paper.
For space constraints, in this paper, we only explore propagation done exclusively through EpTO which provides stronger consistency. As advocated by
prior work [3], strong consistency has the advantage of significantly simplifying
the implementation of applications and reduce the occurrence of bugs. Nevertheless, preliminary results about the other design choices show that customizable
consistency is a promising approach.
The next section presents an experimental evaluation of DataFlagons with
probabilistic strong consistency by comparing it against a vanilla version of
DataFlasks.

4

Evaluation

We implemented a prototype of DataFlagons in Python and evaluated it by
means of simulations. In particular, our experimental analysis focuses on answering the following questions:
– Consistency: Does DataFlagons ensure consistent replication? (§4.1)
– Performance: How does DataFlagons compare to DataFlasks in terms
of response latency, throughput, and the number of messages when subject to
different churn levels? (§4.2)
The experiments were conducted on a machine with a 3.4 GHz Dual-Core
Intel i3 Processor, 8 GB of RAM and a 7200 RPMs SATA disk. The discrete
simulator used was that of EpTO’s evaluation [10], which allows easily tuning
the number of nodes in the system, network latency, churn, message loss, and
the duration of the simulation.10 The passage of time is modeled as simulation
ticks by means of a priority queue and a monotonically increasing integer.
10
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Regarding the experimental setting, the network size was varied between 300
and 1000 nodes, and the end-to-end latency was parameterized according to
real-world PlanetLab traces as in Matos et al. [10].
For the configuration of DataFlagons, we used the values suggested in Matos
et al. [10] and Maia et al. [9]: EpTO’s fanout and T T L were set as 18 and 25
respectively, while DataFlasks’ group construction boundaries were set as [6, 12]
(i.e., each group much have at least 6 replicas and at most 12 replicas). In
all experiments, we initialize the PSS of each node with a view containing 20
references to other nodes, chosen uniformly at random, and with a shuffling
period of 125 simulation ticks. This allows DataFlagons to be bootstrapped on
top of a random overlay. The anti-entropy mechanism of DataFlasks and the
relaying procedure of EpTO also execute every 125 ticks.
Finally, at the beginning of each simulation, we first let DataFlagons run
until convergence, meaning that all nodes have the correct estimation of both
the total number of groups in the system and to which group they belong. After
that, the experiment’s respective workload is executed.
4.1

Consistency Results

To thoroughly assess DataFlagons’ data consistency guarantees, we conducted
an experiment similar to that of Section 2.2, in which two clients concurrently
write different values for the same key. However, in this case, the experience is
more elaborate in that the two clients perform 20 requests each (80% gets and
20% puts) for churn levels of 10%, 20%, and 30%. The goal of the experiment
is twofold: i) check whether DataFlagons delivers the requests in order, and ii)
confirm that strong consistency is guaranteed under churn.
To ensure that the operations are handled by the system despite node failures,
each request is sent to three nodes randomly chosen. For get requests, the value
read is considered to be that of the first response.
Churn is implemented by replacing an existing node with a fresh one, ensuring
that the distribution of nodes leaving/entering the system is balanced across all
groups. As such, a test case with a churn level of 10% indicates that each group
is subject to 10% of churn. The churn period was configured in order to allow
the convergence of the system in-between membership variations. When a new
node joins the system, it also receives a random partial view with references to
the nodes alive at that moment.
Figure 7 reports the results of the experiments for a system with 300 nodes
and simulations of 32K ticks. In particular, the figure depicts the total order
of requests performed by DataFlagons (note that each put has its own unique
version) and the version of the key returned by each get, which corresponds to
a unique value. In this context, a violation of the strong consistency guarantees
would be observed as a mismatch between the version read by a get request
and the version of the latest put delivered by DataFlagons. The results in the
figure show that, for all churn levels, no consistency violations occurred and
that DataFlagons successfully replicated the values across all nodes of the group
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Fig. 7. Request delivery order and consequent versioning given by DataFlagons for
churn of 10%, 20%, and 30% (top to bottom) applied to a system of 300 nodes. No
violations of strong consistency were observed, as get operations always returned the
value written by the latest put.

without state divergence. This outcome corroborates the effectiveness of EpTO
in delivering events in total order.
4.2

Performance Results

We now assess the performance of DataFlagons, by comparing its latency, throughput, and number of messages exchanged against those of DataFlasks. The workload used for these experiments consists of a number of clients (namely, 30 and
100 clients respectively for the scenarios with 300 and 1000 nodes) systematically performing requests until the end of the simulation, with a get/put ratio of
80%/20%. Naturally, the operations on DataFlasks are associated with a version,
as opposed to the operations on DataFlagons.
Clients issue each request to a randomly chosen node and receive acknowledgments from all the nodes belonging to the group responsible for handling
that key. Since the way one treats the acknowledgments poses a trade-off between throughput and data durability, we opted for conducting tests with two
different versions of DataFlasks exploring different compromises:
– DFlasks-1/3. A request is only considered complete after the client receives acknowledgments from one-third of the average number of replicas of the
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Fig. 8. Response latency of the three systems for scenarios with 300 nodes (top row)
and 1000 nodes (bottom row), and churn levels of 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30%. For readability purposes, the results for each simulation were divided into two different plots
(depicted in the same row), corresponding to the relevant portions of the experiment.

group. For the group construction interval [6, 12] considered in the experiments,
it means that the client has to receive 3 acknowledgments before being able to
issue another request ((6 + 12)/2/3 = 3).
– DFlasks-All. A request is only considered complete after the client receives acknowledgments from a number of replicas equal to the lower bound of
the group construction interval. For the interval [6, 12], it means that the client
has to receive 6 acknowledgments before being able to issue another request.
Note that, for DataFlagons, the client only needs to receive a single acknowledgment to achieve durability, because the request is guaranteed to have been
previously broadcast through the network via EpTO-broadcast.
Our experiments also considered different churn levels, namely 0%, 10%, 20%,
and 30%. As in the previous section, churn is implemented by replacing an existing node by a fresh one, ensuring that the distribution of nodes leaving/entering
the system is balanced across all groups. The results of the experiments, averaged
from five runs, are as follows.
Response Latency. Figure 8 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the response latencies of DataFlagons, DFlasks-1/3, and DFlasks-All, measured for the different testing scenarios. The main observation stemming from
the results is that DataFlagons incurs significantly higher latency than both
DataFlasks configurations, being one order of magnitude slower. The slowdown
in DataFlagons is due to the time required by EpTO to achieve probabilistic
agreement and, consequently, enable total order delivery. In contrast, replicas in
DataFlasks can reply to the client immediately after receiving the request.
Regarding the robustness and scalability of DataFlagons, the results indicate
that there is a slight increase in the response latency as the churn and system size
grow (of up to 10% and 27%, respectively). Since the slowdown is not substantial,
we argue that the experiments reveal that DataFlagons is robust and scalable.
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Fig. 9. Throughput of the three systems for scenarios with 300 nodes (top) and 1000
nodes (bottom), and churn levels of 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30%.

Throughput. Figure 9 shows the throughput of DataFlagons, DFlasks-1/3, and
DFlasks-All observed in the experiments. These results follow the same trend as
those for response latency: DFlasks-1/3 exhibits the highest throughput, closely
followed by DFlasks-All, while DataFlagons processes an order of magnitude
fewer requests. Figure 9 also demonstrates that increasing churn barely affects
DataFlagons, whereas DFlasks-All is heavily hampered. Since this configuration
of DataFlasks requires all replicas to answer to the client, having more nodes
leaving the network will necessarily reduce the system’s ability to process requests, potentially leading to clients becoming blocked when the system fails to
maintain the minimum number of replicas (for 1000 nodes with 30% churn).
Message Cost. We measured the average message cost per request for the
different systems, which includes the messages exchanged by the anti-entropy
mechanism, the peer sampling service, and EpTO’s relaying (for DataFlagons).
For the scenario with 300 nodes, DFlasks-1/3, DFlasks-All, and DataFlagons
required, on average, 200K, 200K, and 4M messages to process a request, respectively. In turn, for 1000 nodes, the message overhead increased respectively
to 2M, 2M, and 60M. Finally, we did not observe significant variations of the
number of messages exchanged when increasing churn.
Improving DataFlagons’ performance by parameter tuning. The aforementioned experiments reveal that the stronger consistency guarantees offered
by DataFlagons come at the cost of around an order of magnitude performance
slowdown comparing to DataFlasks. However, since the performance of DataFlagons is directly related to the conservativeness of EpTO’s parameters, we
performed a sensitivity analysis in order to assess the throughput improvements
achievable by our system when varying the fanout and T T L. The analysis is
omitted due to space constraints, but the outcomes indicate that, for the same
message overhead as DataFlasks and without compromising strong consistency,
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Fig. 10. Throughput of DataFlagons after fine-tuning the fanout and T T L versus that
of a non-optimized version, for a scenario with 300 nodes.

DataFlagons can improve its performance using a fanout of 11 and a T T L of 8.
Figure 10 plots the throughput of the new configuration for 300 nodes.
The results in the figure show that fine-tuning the parameters of EpTO
leads to an average throughput increase of 58% with respect to the original
configuration of DataFlagons. Again, it should be noted that this parameter
tuning did not affect the consistency guarantees offered by DataFlagons.
We also note that the flexible design of DataFlagons permits further performance improvements through the exploration of weaker data consistency
guarantees (see Section 3.2). For instance, by applying EpTO’s dissemination
solely to put requests within the nodes of the same group while propagating
gets via DataFlasks’ traditional gossip mechanism, one could achieve substantial throughput benefits at the cost of lowering the consistency level from strong
to eventual. We believe that the exploration of these trade-offs on DataFlagons
poses an interesting research direction, which we intend to pursue in the future.

5

Conclusions

This paper addresses the issue of efficiently storing and managing data in massivescale environments subject to churn. In particular, we propose DataFlagons,
a scalable and probabilistically strongly-consistent distributed data store that
stems from the combination of DataFlasks (a large-scale key-value store) with
EpTO (a probabilistic total order broadcast algorithm). The experimental evaluation of DataFlagons based on simulations shows that it is able to address the
consistency issues observed in DataFlasks with the same scalability and availability, albeit reducing the performance on 4.7x on average.
This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first system ever to offer simultaneously strong consistency guarantees coupled with the ability to handle high
levels of churn for systems with thousands of nodes.
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